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Campus Safety Mistakenly Issues Bomb-Threat Alert
Jay Belmonarch STAFF WRITER
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Contact
( Messages AU Alerts
ampus Safety mistakenly issued a
series ofbomb threat alerts on Nov.
4 to students at the Lowell campus.
AU Alert! Lowell Campus
The automatic alert system sent
Only.
Bomb Threat! {1 of 2)
emails, text messages and \Oicemails
In
the
area of----. Stay
warning of the threat.
300
feet
from this area and
Less than two minutes later,
do not use cellphonesl
additional messages were sent, saying
radios.
to disregard the initial bomb-threat
alert.
AU Alert! disregard last ru
The alert was accidentally sent
alert
during a training exercise for Campus
Safety officers.
AU Alert! Disregard The
Campus Safety promptly apologized
AU
Alert for bomb threat it
for the error on Facebook.
was
sent inadvertently; it is
"We were training on how to use the
safe
to come to campus
(RU Alert) template, how to present
and
there
is no threat. All
information in the template and how
clear
to send an RU Alert which we kind of
failed at this morning," said Interim
Photo: Kaitf,•n St11111
Director of Campus Safety Ed Perez.
"
The threat caused the shut down of A series of messages were sent by
Campus Safety on Nov. 4.
a local high school, which went into its
drill immediately, according to local
bomb threats, instead of a kid with a
NBC News station.
bomb. They (Campus Safety) were the
"I think it's ironic that the bomb pranksters," said sophomore Matthew
threats came from the thing that reports Westermeyer.

C

Sophomore English major Bruce
Ratliff said he was on his way to
campus when he received the alert.
Ratliff said the university needs to
be more clear with the alert messages
they send out.
"I just felt like there wasn't enough
communication between Campus
Safety and the students. The bomb
threat was so detailed in direction,
but the follow-up email was so
ambiguous." he said.
Perez said the ambiguity of the
follow-up message was because he
was pressured for time and needed
to immediately let people know to
disregard the message.
"(The disregard message) did not
come out as fast as I wanted to and it
didn't say exactly what I wanted but I
had to put something out quick," Perez
said.
Ratliff said he did not go to class
that day.
"I couldn't take the risk. Risk my
life just to get to class?" he said.
Junior sociology major Erika Taylor
said she was in bed when she received
the alerts.

"I ignored the two campus safety
RU alert calls, and then my mother
called,'' Taylor said.
Unlike Ratliff, Taylor was not as
concerned about the alerts.
"My phone vibrated four times until
I put it on 'do not disturb'," she said.
The incident came at the start of
Regis Safety Week, in which the
school is making efforts to increase
campus safety and encourage student
participation in systems like RU Alert.
Perez said there was a silver lining
to the briefly terrifying situation on
Lowell's campus.
"The positive aspect of people
calling was that we know people
actually do read (RU Alerts) and are
responding to it."
"We do apologize for sending
the message," he added. "I take full
measure of responsibility for what
happened. The goal is that it won't
happen again and that we have learned
from this."
More information on the university's
"Emergency Notifications" procedures
can be found on page I 0 of Regis' 2014
Annual Security & Fire Safety Report.

Surviving School Between
Midterms and Thanksgiving Break

Photo: Tanner Stuhr

Junior Ondre Smith and sophomore Leanna 'lguyen stress over biology homework.
Tanner Stuhr AssoCIATE EDITOR
chool between fall break to
Thanksgiving break can seem like
a long journey for students.
Some students become frustrated
with the workload during this period.
"It's just a really rough stretch
because a lot of teachers are trying to
get their final test in right before your
finals and you always have a bunch of
projects," junior biology major Ondre
Smith said.
Sophomore biology major Leanna
Nguyen agrees.
"It's a really high tension (time) for
myself and everyone else. It makes
people really anxious and it is a high
stress time of the year," Nguyen said.
Some students find participating in
activities that alleviate stress helpful
during this time.
"Regardless of how busy you are,
it's important to find time for yourself
and do what you like to do even if it is
not as productive," Nguyen said.
Smith said taking a day off helps
him recharge.
"Physical activity is usually what
I try to do to get my mind off things
for a day. I try to give myself one day
to completely forget about school and
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have a good time. I try not to do any
work and give my mind a break,"
Smith said.
Nguyen has a similar method.
"I do anything that isn't schoolrelated, whether that is just watching
Netflix or going to dinner with friends,''
she said.
Another thing that can help lower
stress levels is having a system for
being productive.
While taking a break is crucial,
Smith also said time management is
key.
"You should definitely try to space
out your work and not do things at the
last minute. Work in 30-minute bits
or two-hour bits or whatever bits you
can," Smith said.
However, sometimes school can be
too much for Smith.
"When you end up losing so much
sleep and you're up until 4 a.m. four
nights in a row, that's a problem,"
Smith said.
When Nguyen feels overwhelmed
she said she takes comfort m
appreciating what she has around her.
" I think this time (of year) it is really
important to be grateful and know
you have a huge community that will
support you," Nguyen said.
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Taking a break and exercising are ways to reduce stress.

Tips to Beat the Midsemester Slump
David Macias AssociATE EDITOR

I

t's that time of the semester again,
right after mid-semester break, a few
weeks away from Thanksgiving break
and the mid-semester slump has finally
set in.
Many students might just down a
few Redbulls and ask for a double shot
in their Caramel Macchiato but what
many may really need are some tips to
get through this tough time:
• C hange your study place: Many
students have a dedicated study place.
Change it. Try somewhere else to get a
feel for a new environment.
• Form a study group: Students
may benefit from a study group now
that they know that some classes are
not as easy as originally thought.
• Know your enemy: At this time
of the semester, students have a gauge
of what needs work. Use this newly
acquired knowledge to change study
habits accordingly.
• Utilize resources: Peer Writing

Mentors, the Writing Center, professor
office hours and even the Office of
Counseling and Personal Development
are all great resources.
Peer Writing Mentors are there to
help, whether it's for finding other
resources, proofreading an essay.
Students dealing with personal issues
should consider reaching out to the
Office of Counseling and Personal
Development.
• Change your study habits:
Studying in chunks and giving small
incentives may help. Chewing gum,
listening to instrumental music or
lighting a candle are other methods
that have helped some students when
studying.
• Let things go: Learn to let it go
of small defeats such as a bad grade or
lost points for daily attendance. Don't
spend life looking back. Simply learn
from the experience.
• Learn to say no: This time of the
year is the perfect time to set priorities
straight.

CAMPUS

No. 1 Place to Go No. 2?

Photo: Helen Bums

Wben the need arises, sometimes it's nice to have a little privacy-which can be difficult in public
restrooms.
in this bathroom is loud and mask the field house, this bathroom is only used
poops.
Karli Denk 0:-.u E EDITOR
during sporting events.
Here is the top five lavatory locations sounds you may produce.
Although it might be out of the
et's be honest, when nature calls on campus compiled based on various
3. Basement of the library (by the way, this bathroom is far away from
factors,
such
as
cleanliness,
seclusion,
we all have to go.
elevator): This bathroom is similar any activity providing you the perfect
Unfortunately, talking about the best noise level and ventilation.
to Carroll's bathroom because it is a seclusion you need.
places to go about your business can be
I.
Commuter lounge:
This single room and the fan is very loud.
embarrassing.
bathroom is located in the upstairs of
4. Field house: Although there are
Don't worry, we have you covered.
Did your favorite spot not make the
the student center. The bathroom is
many stalls to be used, this bathroom
After surveying students, we have
list?
secluded offering a quiet place to do
is seldom used unless a sporting event
compiled a list of best spots of campus
Let us know your pick on our
your business.
is in place making it another ideal
to use the restroom so as to avoid
Facebook page or on the comment
2. Basement of Carroll Hall: This
location.
those, often untimely, embarrassing
section of our website:
bathroom is a single room that provides
moments. Just remember, everyone
www.ruhighlander.com.
5. By th~ soccer fields: Like the
plenty of privacy. In addition, the fan

L

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

7 Ways To Make The Most of Your Study Abroad Experience
Emily Barad STAFF WRITER
he prospect of leaving behind all
that is familiar and jetting off to
a foreign land on a study abroad can
seem scary.
According
to
the
National
Association of Foreign Student
Advisers (NAFSA), the number of
students embarking on a study abroad
program has been gradually increasing
every year.
About 283,332 students from the
United States studied abroad last year,
according to NAFSA.
Junior psychology major Alina
Murphy is a name behind that statistic.
Murphy is studying abroad in Brisbane,
Australia this semester.
She shared these tips to future study
abroad students about how to make
the most of their once-in-a-lifetime
experience.
1) Be open-minded. Things
are going to be different and they

T
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Neuroscience major Zoe Vlastos spent Fall 2013 studying abroad in Argentina.

are supposed to be that way. It wouldn't
be considered studying abroad if
everything was the same as home;
accept the changes and differences.
2) Don' t compare. It's annoying
and rude to the people you meet if you

constantly say "Oh, this is not how
it's li ke in America" or "I like the
American version better."
I learned it's best to say "It's not
bad, it's just different." Similarly, see
the country you're staying in in that

way.
3) Prepare to get homesick.
Whether it's missing your mom, your
sister or just good Mexican food, it's
inevitable. Be prepared with a pickme-up plan for when it happens.
4) Record your experience. Take
pictures and lots of them. Keep a
journal, blog or a scrapbook. The time
goes by quickly but it's likely to be one
of your best adventures so don't forget
to record and remember it.
5) Appreciate the opportunity. A
lot of people don't get the chance to
visit other cities, let alone be abroad
in another country so remember how
lucky you really are to be given the
chance of a lifetime.
6) Do/buy things you wouldn' t at
home. Time abroad is a justifiable time
to splurge and indulge in a new culture.
7) Enjoy yourself. Don't waste
your time abroad being scared or sad.
In the long run, it will be something
you will never regret!
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No-Shave November & Movember:
Promoting Cancer Research With Hair
David Macias Associ \TE

EDITOR

ith November comes a number
of things: A mid-semester slump,
beautiful fall colors from the trees and
grass around us, turkey and hair.
No-Shave November, is a cancer
awareness campaign where the
money originally used for shaving and
grooming is donated toward cancer
support, research and awareness.
Companies, such as Dr. Pepper and
Dairy Queen are participating in the
campaign.
Dairy Queen said it will donate
one dollar to No-Shave November
every time someone posts a picture
with '#ChickenStache' on Facebook,
Twitter, lnstagram or Tumblr.
People initially took part in NoShave November or "Movember"
(another campaign with similar
initiatives as No-Shave November,
requiring supporters to grow and
groom only moustaches) simply to join
the monthlong trend.
They later learned about the charities
and continued to carry on the annual
tradition for this reason.
For first-year Jibin Abraham,
Movember was originally just a contest
among friends to see who could grow
the best beard.
Abraham said his motivations
changed once he learned what
Movember stood for.
"Each year we raised money at the
end of November when we asked our
classmates to vote for the best beards
by donating some money," he said.
There are even some girls who plan

W
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While everyone knows ice is slippery, the answer to why is also slippery. Modern
textbooks are known to cite outdated-and inaccurate--theories.

n Friday Nov. 1, Connor O'Brien
slipped on a patch of ice while
biking from the store. While his
attention was focused on his broken
thumb and scraped knee, physicists
around the world were trying to explain
why exactly he fell.
The fixed gear bike that was too
large and difficult to maneuver helps
explain why he rode over the ice in the
first place. The real mystery, however,
is why the ice was slippery.
For any student who has taken an
Introduction to Chemistry class, the
answer wou\d seem simp\e. Students
would argue that the pressure from the
bicycle wheel melted the top layer of
ice creating a slippery layer of water.
This convenient explanation is often
cited in textbooks to explain everything
from ice skating to unfortunate biking
accident, but it is wrong.
The concept of the "Pressure
Melting" theory was devised in the
early 19th century. The theory states
that the unique bent shape of water
molecule allows it to form a hexagonal
crystalline structure when it freezes.
This structure. according to the
theory, breaks and turns back into
hqUJd. "\o heat is required in this
process.
While this theory makes sense on
paper. its application to O'Brien's
accident is less than solid.
"While this theory may not be
entirely wrong, it is often cited in the
wrong way," said John Jean, Ph.D,
associate professor and chair of the
chemistry department.
Jean came across this very mistake,

printed in a textbook, during a
Thermodynamics lecture.
While ice does melt after enough
pressure is applied, the amount of
pressure necessary is way larger than
an human can apply with their weight
alone, Jean said.
Instead of glossing over this
mistake, Jean calculated exactly how
much pressure is required to melt ice.
This finding is not new. Several
experiments conducted in the past
century have investigated the slippery
nature of water. Frank P. Bowden and
T.P. Hughes suggested, in 1939, that
the heat created from friction melted
the top layer of ice. This, however, did
not explain how ice could melt without
movement.
Ten years later, C. Gurney proposed
the "Intrinsic Film Layer" theory.
Gurney hypothesized that the top
layer of water molecules are less
stable because there is not a layer on
top to keep them in place. This lack
of stability, he said, allows the water
molecules to form a liquid layer.
More recently, physicist have
investigated these theories. Their
conclusion? Ice is complicated.
Still today, students are taught
that the Pressure Melting theory can
explain this difficult questions: Why is
ice slippery? Why did O'Brien break
his thumb? How was Apolo Ohno able
to \.\in eight Olympic medals in speed
skatmg?
The answers to these questions
are far from simple. Whether it is
friction, top layer molecular instability,
or something completely different,
the important idea is that scientific
discovery is right under our feet.

ational Novel Writing Month
is upon us. During this month,
NaNo WriMo or National Novel
Writing Month encourages writers to
finish their novels.
NaNoWriMo's mission is to boost
writers' moral by sending daily
confidence boosters and by using a
prize incentive.
Ultimately, the project aims to
motivate participants to complete
50,000 words in 30 days.

The writing project was established
in 1999 and has since grown, especially
on college campuses, such as Regis.
NaNoWriMo began with only 21
participants in 1999. The website
reached more than 400,000 writers by
2013.
Senior James Persichetti said
projects like NaNoWriMo provide the
motivation some writers need.
"I really feel it helps writers finish
a novel because it gives them a goal,"
Persichetti said.
Persichetti participated in the project

Steve Lorenzen

STAFF WRITER

O
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Jibin Abraham sticks to his annual
beard-growing tradition.

to participate by not shaving either
their armpits or legs or both.
Women who support Movember
whether through literal hair growing or
by simply supporting men's health are
called "Mo Sistas."
Both Movember and No-Shave
November have websites where one
can donate and support.
Some might be able to grow
something as long as Gandalf in those
fou r weeks.
Others might start looking ridiculous
after I 0 days because of patchy growth.
However, despite how the beards
or moustaches tum out most people
are more concerned about what the
meaning behind what the facial hair
stands for.
Are you participating in Movember?
Share your pies using #RUMovember.

Photo Courtesy: Google

Women participate in Movember too--they are called "Mo Sistas."

last year.
"I've spoken with other writers and
they all tell me that have such an issue
because they have no goal aside from
finishing the novel. NaNoWriMo gives
them that goal: 50,000 words in 30
days and it gets a lot of people really
far," he said.
There are no awards for reaching
the 50,000 word goal. One is simply
declared a winner if they are able
to write 50,000 words by or before
11:59:59 local time on Nov. 30.
Winners are awarded two free

paperback copies of their novel
from CreateSpace, a self-publishing
company that teamed up with
NaNoWriMo in 2008.
Writers who wish to participate must
first register on the project's website
NaNoWriMo.org.
Once registered, they can post
information about their novel, include
a summary and even add excerpts.
Word counts, with the ultimate goal
being 50,000, are validated on the
website.
Registration on the website is free.

THANKSGIVING

!~h~~!T!~~~s And Gratitude Central To Holiday
h~nksgi\l ing

wtth food and famtly and friends,
T
yet the way it is celebrated varies from

is a t_ime associated

person to person.
Senior Brandi Archuleta said
pumpkin pic is a must, along with her
grandma's enchiladas. Archuleta said
her favorite Thanksgiving tradition
is the prayers her family says before
dinner.
"Everyone stands in a circle holding
hands and we go around, each saying
what we are thankful for," she said.
Senior Jvmin Malagon 's said her
family's Thanksgiving menu may be
considered nontraditional.
"We don't have any turkey or
anything, just Mexican food," Malagon
said.
Sophomore Jessica Figalinio said

·
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•

1t •s. a Whtte Hous~ !hanksgiving tradition the president to pardon a turkey at the

NatiOnal ThanksgiVIng Thrkey Presentation every year.

her Thanksgiving would not be
complete without a plate of spaghetti.
Figalinio said this dish would likely
not be found on other Thanksgiving
tables.

Figalinio said her favorite part about
Thanksgiving, besides the spaghetti, is
getting to spend time with her family.
"There's so many of us and the only
time we all get together anymore is

Thanksgiving. It's fun to sec all m}'
family and to all get to be together in
the same place," she said.
A lot of time and eOort may be put
into the food, but us Bmndi and Jessica
would agree, the best Thanksgiving
traditions arc the ones about the people
with whom Thanksgiving is spent, not
the food they cat.
Fifty Regis students were asked
two questiOns: What their favorite
Thanksgiving dish was and what they
were thankful for.
Students' fa, oritc Thanksgiving
dishes ranged from pumpkin pie, turke)'
and stuffing to the not-so-traditional
enchiladas, spaghetti, frog eye salad,
pecan pie and cavatellis.
The answers for what students were
thankful for were not so diverse. Every
student asked responded that they were
thankful for their family.

Employees Fight Back
Against Black Friday Creep

Photo Courtesy: Google

Mashed potatoes, boiled carrots and yams are famous dishes incorporated into a
vegetarian Thanksgiving meal.
Photo Courtesy: Google

Some protestors created this pledge being shared and spread across Facebook.

Sofi Torres

SoCIAL. MEDIA EDITOR

Many people think of beating the
Black Friday rush on shopping deals
by heading to stores on Thanksgiving
Day. What some neglect to remember,
however, is the demand for the goods
and scf\lices provided on Thanksgiving
results tn some businesses requiring its
employees to work on the holiday.
"While
providing
a
happier
employee base, those companies are
potentially missing out on a large
profit," Quijada saad.
This profit could potentially deter
other businesses from refraining to
make Thanksgiving Day a working

lack Friday seems to come sooner
and sooner every year. Over the
last few years Black Friday has come
on Thanksgi' ing Day for many large
stores, such as Macy's and Walmart.
Macy"s has decided to open its doors
at 6 p.m. this Thanksgiving. Other
stores, such as Walmart. Kohl's. 1\ew
York and Co. arc following suit.
This has caused some employees
to fight back. For instance, more
than 40 petitions have been launched
on Change.org, an online petition
platform, asking retailers including day.
There are a few large companies
Sears, Walmart and Kohl's to "give
that
are fighting back, such as Costco,
Thanksgiving back to families."
Nordstrom, Home Depot, GameStop,
Nearly 80,000 people signed
an online petition on change.org Lowe's, Marshalls and TJ Maxx.
These big name stores wish to give
demanding Target reverse its decision
its employees time with their families
to open its doors on Thanksgiving
before the craziness of Black Friday.
Day. The campaign was launched by a
"We wanted to give our associates
Target employee.
Thanksgiving Day to spend with their
Regis
Business
Management
families," said Bill Gentner, senior
professor
Maria
Quijada
said
vice president for marketing at J.C.
companies deciding to close its stores
Penney, in an interview with the New
early will likely benefit.
"Closing on Thanksgiving is a York Times.
good move for retailers. It will win
Do you think stores should wait to
them significant goodwill from their
open on Black Friday? Tell us your
employees. They (employees) would
thoughts on our Facebook page, the
be able to spend more time with their
Highlander website comment section
families without the pressure of having
or email us at highlander@regis.edu.
to come to work," Quijada said.

B

A Vegetarian Thanksgiving
Madison Pinsinski

STAFF" WRITER

hanksgiving is famously known as
a day mostly about one thing: the
Thanksgiving feast.
Turkey, stuffing. mashed potatoes,
cranberry sauce and let us not forget
the wonderful pumpkin pie.
The traditional meal does leave one
thing out, though: Vegetarians.
First-year
student
Samantha
Mangseth satd being a vegetarian,
especially on the Thanksgiving, would
be challenging for her.
"I would find it very difficult to be
a vegetarian for Thanksgiving. Since I
feel like it is a tradition to have turkey
every year," Mangseth said.
First-year student Caitlyn Martinez
agreed.
"I do not feel that Thanksgiving
is a very compatible holiday for
vegetarians," she said.
This viewpoint may be slowly
shifting, though, as vegetarianism
becomes increasingly popular.
A 2013 study by Vegetarian Times,
states that 7.3 million Americans
identified as vegetarians.
Kulvinder Heera, who is a
vegetarian said that Thanksgiving is a
time to be spent with the family rather
than worrying about what food to eat.
"Thanksgiving is not always about

T

the turkey and the food; it is about the
family coming together as one," Heera
said.
Heera said her family gets creative
with their Thanksgiving meals by
combinmg dishes from their Indian
culture.
"Since I am Indian my family has
special traditions such as not eating meat
on spec1fic days, including Thursdays
which ties into Thanksgiving, in honor
of our prayer," Hcera said. "Turkey
docs not make Thanksgiving. We
make mashed potatoes and vegetarian
meatballs and eat them with spaghetti.''
For dessert, Heera said her family
makes cheesecake or a special drink
that is classified as a pumpkin spice
latte to Americans.
Instead of the pumpkin, however,
Heera 's family uses Indian and almond
spices.
"My family Thanksgiving is as
normal as everyone else's, just without
the turkey," Heera said.
Although
the
American
Thanksgiving's two main dishes are
turkey and pumpkin pie, vegetarians
put their own spin on Thanksgiving
making it enjoyable for everyone.

Do you celebrate a vegetarian
Thanksgiving? Email us your favorite
recipes at highlander@regis.edu.

POLITICS

Students React To Colorado Election Results
Emily Barad SnFF WRITER

R

epublicans celebrated a big night
of victories during elections on
Nov. 4.
According
to
the
\Jational
Conference of State Legislatures,
Republicans \\ill now control both
houses of the legJslature in 30 states,
Democrats in II states and eight states
will be split.
Junior Connor O ' Hare from Texas
said he was upset with the Republican
Majority in the Senate and the House.
O'Hare said he was surprised with
how quickly Congressman Cory
Gardner's Senate win was declared.
O'Hare said he thought the Senate
race would have been more like the
governor race turned out to be, with the

race going well into the night and into
the morning of Nov. 5.
Junior Maria Crossland said she v.. as
not surprised that John Hickenlooper
came out on top and won re-election.
Crossland, who is a Boulder-native
sa1d, Hickenlooper \\as bound to win
the election because he has been a
well-loved Colorado governor and
Colorado citizens have re-elected their
incumbent governor for the past 50
years.
Junior Ally McLaughlin said she
was not surprised by how long it
took to announce the winner of the
governor's race.
McLaughlin said she was surprised,
however, by the low voter turnout this
election. Voter turnout was lower than
predicted, according to usnews.com.

OPINION

Photo: Sneha Antony

Republican gubernational candidate Bob Beauprez, holds granddaughter, as he
thanks voters for showing support at Republican Head quarters.

OPINION

''If It Bleeds, It Leads''
Sofi Torres SociAL MEDIA EDITOR
his is a common slogan for what
the media reports on and it is
justified by what readers buy.
Society is constantly slammed
with negative stories from the media.
Stories, such as Ferguson, Ebola
and school shootings are constantly
swimming around on televisions, cell
phones and the Internet.
Facebook, Twitter, text blasts, news
apps all play an overwhelming part in
our everyday lives.
The media has an immense say
on what information is given to the
public.
Because of the great job the
media has done with capitalizing on
our fears, most Americans believe
they are constantly under attack
from some unknown threat. This is
simply because such news is always
around and we constantly are being
bombarded with these stories.
For instance, if people think
Ebola is an immediate threat to their
lives then we have irrational things
happening like elementary schools
in Ohio, Texas, and New England
closing down. Doctors inform the
public that closing schools down
is unnecessary, but people are still
channeling into those fears.
The media is not fixing the
problems in society, but rather the
superficial issues. They teach women
to check their cars, not walk alone at
night and cover up as much as they
can. However, the message going out
should be: "Don' t rape people."
If the media did not have these
societal conflicts to pull from, then
how would they get readers?
Ferguson is now a household name
with a negative connotation associated
with it. The aftermath had some
positive stories which were hardly
ever published, such as the story about
how volunteers brought sack lunches
to children when schools in the
community were shut down.
Or the story about how teachers
and older students banded together to
give the younger students classes in
community centers.
Michael Brown is a household

T
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Fox News Channel is owned by 21st Century Fox, the chairman and CEO of which
is Rupert Murdoch.

The Democratization Of News
Jay Belmonarch STAFF WRITER
he evolution of television news
media, from its flounder of hardline, war-front, "And that's the way
it is'" reporting to the reptilian stage
of the 21st Century, facts-unchecked
snowball of yelling and sarcasm, has
panicked the populace back into an
eagerness to be told "Goodnight, and
good luck."
We complain that the news media
only broadcasts opinion. While this
is true, the subject being broadcast is
almost entirely political.
So what better way to inform? The
political sphere is by nature opinionbased and so the response to political
developments - both domestic and
global - follows in kind.
The vital issue with the current
state of affairs is not the way in which
information is reported, but rather the
Jack of diversity in that reporting.
The opinions expressed from
news organizations fall almost
exclusively along partisan lines. There
is today Democratic Party news and
Republican Party news.
Our media will find its glory not
in a return to the old mode but in an
exponential increase of opinions.
Television news must follow the
trend of the wild World Wide Web.
Attempts made so far to marry
Internet and TV news have resulted
in comical Twitter segments and
desperate hashtagging.
This is largely ineffective because
our generation is tired of dictated
discourse. We want to start our own
conversations about the events of our
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world.
Making the news media more
diverse is doubtless a daunting
prospect. Most American and British
news conglomerates are owned by
a very small group of proprietors,
namely Rupert Murdoch (News Corp.)
and Craig Dubow (Gannett Inc.).
A change to the way the different
news organizations are organized
requires a commercial action.
Regulation to limit the ability for
a citizen to hold a certain amount of
stock in media would work, but that is
clearly a slippery slope.
An increased interest by private
investors to break into the industry
might do it. Something more creative
like Jon Stewart's half-joking
Kickstarter campaign to purchase
CNN might do it.
When the Persian AI Jazeera
network finally landed on our shores,
it caused a ripple in the pond of the
Anglo-American conglomerates.
This is a reasonable alternative to
the aforementioned suggestions, but
sooner or later, American news must
organize a strategy to rival growing
broadcasting networks from all over
the world.
If that is the way we must get
diversity, then so be it. But before that
is necessary, the animal that is our
New News will evolve to match its
surroundings.
So drink it in and trust that real
human information does find a
tributary into the torrent. And perhaps
the next evolution of our news media
will be mammalian and look a little
like us.

f"-ll.'1 Pregnant women face twice the risk,
liiiliJ dy1ng from Ebola or lack of maternity
care #FightEbola nbcnews.to/
1xnhqqo

Huffington Post
st
1m
Progress1ve Dems want Obama to
push economic executive actions
after midterm losses huff.to/1 qB7011

F

Forbes
1m
What does it take to recrurt, evaluate
and retain a 21st century workforce?
onforb.es/1 EuOB•
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Negative news bombardcs writer Sofi
Torres' Twitter feed.

name now because we have heard it
again and again. There are constantly
new stories about the little town of
Ferguson but the town would appear
to just be trying to carry on.
The media is and always will be,
an ever present part of society. They
will always be bringing in the most
negative stories they can find. They
search for them even, because they
capitalize on the fears of society.
This highly political and wellfunded group is responsible for what
stories are shown, what good deeds
are brushed under the carpet and for
manipulating fears for profit.
There will always be facts to
support your beliefs, however, it is
always important to check the validity
of the publisher.
People need to learn to educate
themselves with the proper sources
before letting their fears get the best
of them.
Fear is a normal human emotion,
but people need to consider who
stands to gain from our fears.

FITNESS

Putting The "Routine" Into A Fitness Routine

•
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As evidenced by an empty fitness center, finding the motivation to head to the gym can be
bard during these final busy months of the semester.

keep your workouts interesting and
more effective. Change it up!
• Work out with a buddy or group.
A workout partner helps increase
etting in the exercise groove while accountability. Group classes are also
balancing a busy college schedule a fun way to maintain a fitness routine
can sometimes feel like too much for while using others' drive to fuel your
own motivation.
students to handle.
• Mix up your environment for
For many students, the idea of
exercising and staying fit is a common exercise. Chief Exercise Physiologist
goal but maintaining a workout of the American Council on Exercise,
Cedric Bryant PhD, noted that "there
schedule seldom happens.
Therefore, here are some tips on are some very real psychological and
physiological benefits to balancing
how to maintain a fitness routine:
• Don't folio\\ the same routine your exercise routine between mdoor
every da~. Switching up workout and outdoor environments."
Outdoor exercise tends to be more
routines works different muscle
likable
and interesting because the
groups. making them stronger and
scenery
is always changing and there
simultaneously resulting in a more
arc
different
landscapes to work with.
exciting workout routine.
Indoor exercise is helpful when
For example. when working the
upper body, try push-ups on one week the weather isn't ideal for an outside
and chest press on another. This helps workout.
Jeannette Bouchard
GLEST co~TRIBUTOR
Wellness & Recreation Center
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Here are tips on making the most
of facilities offered at the Wellness &
Recreation department at Regis.
• Free personal training classes.
The Well ness & Recreation department
at Regis offers all Regis students free
personal training sessions. There are
two knowledgeable instructors that can
help students create fitness routines
that vary from week to week and help
keep students on track with their health
goals.
• Group exercise classes. Regis
offers intramural sports and group
exercise classes. Being part of an
organized sport or group cxcrc\5e class
at Regis can help students stick to a
workout schedule and gives them the
opportunity to meet new people.
The intramural sports program
simultaneously of1'ers two sports for
each sea::.on, which pro\ ides a \ ariety
of options to choose from.

• Outdoor Adventure Program
(OAP). There is also a unique program
that provides an opportunity for
students to explore Colorado's beauty
while getting a great workout.
The Outdoor Adventure Program
(OAP) offers a multitude of hikes and
long weekend camping trips, just to
name a few. Many of these adventures
are fee or at an affordable cost.
The trips arc run by OAP leaders
who are students and arc tailored to
be enjoyable for everyone, regardless
of fitness level or experience. lf
climbing \4ers, snowshoeing through
the Rockies, river rafting. camping in
Moab and the Grnnd Tetons. bouldering
or ice climbing sound fun. check out
OAP and register for a trip!
For more information on any of
these program~. :-top by the Coors Life
Direction Center in Room II S or call
303-458-3559

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

Lessons Learned, From A Rocky Mountain Rookie
also the first time you've C\ er hiked?
Twenty-tv.ro miles is a wonderful way
to break in those brand ne\\-, shiny,
snow-covered hikmg boots.

Editor 5· note: Highlander's EditorIn-Chief Sneha Antony grew up in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Wellversed with city life. she decided to
move around the world and explore
the beautiful outdoors. This is her first
backpacking experience right after
moving to Colorado last year.

6. Eat breakfast.
The possibility of answering
Mother Nature's call in the outdoors
may unnerve you. But it's not going to
matter \\-hen your stomach is growling
and your legs feel like noodles four
miles in.

Sneha Antony EoJTOR-h-CHIEF

1. Don't forget to pack gloves.
It may sound obvious, but it's an
easy thing to forget when you decide
to take your first-ever backpacking
trip in Aspen, in January, when more
than ten inches of snow has just fallen.
(Instead you pack Q-tips, a
hairbrush and travel size moisturizers
in tiny Ziploc bags, patting yourself
on the back lauding your expert
packing skills.)

2. Try to leave early.
A hindrance to this may be your onand-off again couple friends who will
get into a pointless argument delaying
departure.
So instead of arriving at 8 a.m.
with plenty of sunlight to hike up a
mountain without a clear trail because

7. Don't forget to look around.
The scenery is breathtaking and it
makes keeping on worth it.

Sneha Antony hikes in Aspen last January \\'ith her friends.

of all the snow, you arrive at 4 p.m.
and brisk hike without any sunlight to
thaw your frozen fingers.
3. Be grateful for the bright white
snow that illuminates the trail.
It's beautiful. And you forgot to
pack a flashlight.

who invited you on this trip, will tell
you to stuff your hands down the
front of your pants a trick he learned
while hiking Mont Blanc with his
father. You hesitate but agree because
your fingers feel like they are about
to dislocate and fall on the snow. You
avoid eye contact with other hikers
from this point on.

4. The pain of frozen fingers wiU be

unbearable.
Your crazy, adventurer friend,

5. Break in those hiking shoes.
Oh, did I forget to mention this is

..

8. Try not to pitch your tent on top
of a rock, hidden underneath the snow
and on an incline so as not to spend
the rest of the night slowly sliding
down toward a lake. This will be
exponentially easier if you followed
#2 and were not setting up camp in
complete darkness.

9. Journal about the experience
when you are home:
Bookmark it. You survived this
so it's possible that you can survive
anything.

..

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Root Down Caters To Vegetarian Crowd
Karli Denk 0"\LI:\£ EDITOR
made plans with one of my friends
to go to dinner and had the place
picked out and everything. However,
it dawned on me that she was a
vegetarian and a health nut.
Given this situation. the restaurant
I picked was not going to fly. so I
scrambled trying to find the perfect
place. It finally hit me, Root Down
was the perfect place to take my
hipster pal.
Root Down prides itself in its
organic cuisine and unique ambiance.
It crafts its artistic dishes from fresh
and organic ingredients to make the
most wonderful meals.
My friend and I ordered a variety
of appetizers including sweet potato
falafel, veggie burger sliders and the
kale and Brussels sprouts.
Although these dishes were small
in size, there were chock full of
explosive flaYors.

I

the restaurant's atmosphere is the dim
lighting. It is very dark in Root Down,
and gives the environment a sense of
privacy between you and the people
next to you.
Although the cuisine is incredible
and the environment is amazing, when
I received the bill l almost suffered
from a stroke.
The small dish sizes added up to a
whopper of a check!
I would not recommend this
restaurant to college students unless
their parents are in town.
Root Down is located at 1600 W
33rd
Ave, Denver, CO 80211.
Photo: Karli Denk
Photography covers the walls at Root Down located at 1600 W. 33rd Avenue.
Have a restaurant review

My personal favorite was the
veggie burger sliders. I am not a
vegetarian but I was surprised at the
rich and delectable taste these veggies
had; I almost forgot they were eYen
vegetables. In addition, the
restaurant has a truly unique

environment.
The brick walls, in what used to be
a garage, are covered with amazing
photography. If for nothing else, I
would go back just to admire these
works.
The other aspect that contributes to

suggestion? Email us at highlander@
regis.edu.

Hours:
Mon: 5 p.m.-1 0 p.m.
Thurs. Fri: 5 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sat: 10 a.m.-2:30p.m. & 5-11 p.m
Sun: I 0 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. & 5-9 p.m.

KARLI'S KRAFT KORNER

MOVIE REVIEW

'Gone Girl' Packed With Thrills

Photo: Karli Denk

Joyful Jars are a pretty and functional craft project.

Joyful Jars: Spiff Up Empties
Photo Courtesy: Google

Gone Girl is jam-packed with drama, suspense aod
tbriUs.

David Macias AssociATE EorroR
ased on the critically acclaimed
book of the same name, 'Gone
Girl' is a movie that will make you
cringe.
Ben Affleck plays Nick Dunne, the
loving husband of Amy Elliot Dunne
(played by Rosamund Pike).
The couple, which at first seem to
have an amazing married life with regular marital problems, are hiding more
than you would think they would.
One morning Amy disappears
without a trace. There's no clue as
to whether she has been kidnapped,
murdered or if she simply left.
Who's the obvious suspect? Her
husband, Nick.
The story unravels and from scene
to scene. You are just waiting for a
huge plot twist you never even expect,
although you know its coming.
The movie takes different turns
throughout and the writing within the
movie, beautifully narrated by Amy
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Dunne, helps guide viewers along.
At the same time however, the
same voice scares you and throws you
off.
You don't know who you should be
sorry for or who you should feel bad
for. It creates tension in your mind that
can only be satisfied by watching the
movie to its end.
You like to tell yourself that you
have an idea of what will happen next
but you never do.
One of the best movies that has
come out this fall. It is more than
worth the money to watch.
It is no surprise 'Gone Girl' won
top honors at the Hollywood Film
Awards on Nov.l4.
Gillian Flynn went home with the
acclaimed Hollywood Screenwriter
Award.

Ratings:
Rotten Tomatoes: 88%
IMDB: 8.4/10
Metacritic: 79%

Karli Denk ONLL'iE EDITOR

What you'll need:
Mod Podge (matte or shiny)
Tissue paper or newspaper
Mason jars
Container
Foam brush
Directions:
Pick your type of paper and rip
it by hand into medium size pieces
about the size of a fist. You can tear out

certain shapes to lay on top for extra
decoration as seen in the picture.
Once all of your pieces are tom out,
cover a small portion of the jar with
Mod Podge using the foam brush.
Add the paper on top of the area
covered in glue and add a thick layer
of Mod Podge as an adhesive to the jar.
Cover the jar with Mod Podge and
paper until it is completely covered to
your liking.
Let dry and fill with your favorite
things. Enjoy what you've just made!

The Highlander
Staff Would Like
to Wish Our
Readers A Happy
Thanksgiving!
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